CLINICAL STUDY

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy in children
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Abstract: In 95 children (age 6–18 y) treated for gallstones between 2002–2010, 95 laparoscopic cholecystectomies were carried out. Symptomatic cholecystolithiasis was the indication for laparoscopic cholecystectomy in most of the cases. In three patients, there was a conversion to open cholecystectomy. Postoperative complications due to failure of bile drainage arose in three patients. Restored bile drainage was secured for two biliodigestive anastomosis. Bile leak in a third patient solved a temporary biliary stent. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy is the gold standard for gallstones (Ref. 8). Full Text in PDF www.elis.sk.
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The benefits of laparoscopic cholecystectomy include decreased pain and ileus after surgery, shortened hospitalization, and improved cosmetic (1). Oak et al. (2) arrived to the same conclusion when comparing traditional cholecystectomy with laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Materials and methods

The authors analysed a group of patients, in whom laparoscopic cholecystectomy was performed in the nine year period from January 2002 to December 2010. Laparoscopic cholecystectomy was performed in 95 patients. In this period, four patients were operated on by a traditional approach – laparotomy and in their cases also splenectomy for hematologic disease (spherocytosis) was performed. Papandreou et al (3) operated 54 children in the age of 14 months to 15 years in the period of five years.

By default, antibiotics were not administered as prophylaxis. They were applied in case of a significant pericholecystitis, or in case of a rare perforation of gallbladder when separating it from its supporting area. Some hospitals use standard antibiotics prophylaxis also in elective cholecystectomy (4).

The 3-port approach was mostly sufficient for cholecystectomy (n=76), only in cases of decreased vision in the operated area the 4-port approach was used (n=19). Papandreou et al (1) usually introduce 3 ports: an umbilical port for the camera, another in the subxifoid region for the dissector, and a third one in the right lower quadrant for the grasping clamp and the extraction of the gallbladder. As a standard practice, after preparation of d. cysticus, the authors placed two clips distally (towards the d. choledochus) and one proximally (towards the cholecyst). After disconnection of d. cysticus they isolated a. cystica by cutting it off between the two clips. Only exceptionally, a. cystica was not clipped, but interrupted by a bipolar coagulation.

Mobilisation of patients was possible since the 1st day after operation. In older children and in children with overweight or even obesity, mobilisation out of bed was more difficult, starting usually on the 2nd day after operation.

Results and discussion

Laparoscopic cholecystectomy was performed in 95 patients. The number of girls (n=67) was more than twice as high as the number of boys (n 8). The youngest patient in the sample was a 6-year old girl, the age category of the 18-year old (n=22) formed the biggest group in the sample.

The indications for the operation were subjective difficulties such as biliary colic and abdominal discomfort (“nausea in the area of abdomen”, bloating) in ultrasound detected pathological contents of the gallbladder (lithiasis, biliary mud, polyp). In rare cases, in the presence of subjective difficulties without positive ultrasound pathologic findings in or on gallbladder, a functional examination of gallbladder was indicated. In majority of patients, subjective difficulties were recorded in the interval of 3 months to 1 year. In cases of biliary colic without an obstruction in biliary tract a conservative treatment was preferred (spasmolytics, analgesics) and subsequent surgical approach in quiescence.

St Peter et al. (5) indicated laparoscopic cholecystectomy in more than 2/3 of patients with symptomatic cholecystolithiasis in the sample of 224 children. The second biggest group (35 patients) were children with biliary dyskinesia. In the sample of children presented by the authors, the functional examination of gallbladder was performed only in cases of biliary pain without an ultrasound detection of a pathological content in gallbladder.

Almost half of the patients (41 %) suffered by an excessive weight even obesity. Significant relation to necessary operation conversions and complications due to excessive weight even obe-
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Similar conclusion was presented by Garey et al (6), who had not found a difference in obese patients compared to patients with normal weight in laparoscopic cholecystectomy in the time of operation, in the length of the stay in hospital, nor in the amount of complications. Conversion was performed in three cases. In one case, it was performed due to the findings of phlegmona of gallbladder which occurred after an initial hydrops of gallbladder. In another patient, it was performed because of a hindered view after a tangential lesion in the posterior branch of a. cystica. In the third case, the female patient was shortly after an acute cholecystitis and conversion was indicated because of a difficult identification of anatomic structures during laparoscopy. In cases of an acute inflammation, differentiation of anatomic structures is significantly worse and so conversion of laparoscopy to traditional laparotomic approach is justified. Similarly, Šafránek et al. (7) mentioned an acute cholecystitis as a risk factor justifying the conversion of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. ERCP was performed in three female patients after cholecystectomy due to a defect in bile drainage. In the first case, the bile drainage broke after the cholecystectomy. This was caused by an anomalous anatomic condition, in which accessory biliary duct opened into a cholecyst. After the cholecystectomy, the drainage through biliary duct was removed. The bile drainage was then resumed by hepatic-jejuno Roux-Y anastomosis. In the second patient, due to the obstruction of d. choledochus by the clip in anomalous development of d. cysticus (d. cysticus spiralis dorsalis) the bile drainage was secured by hepatic-jejuno Roux-Y anastomosis. In the third patient, the bile leak in the area of junction of d. cysticus with d. hepaticus communis was solved by an introduction of a duodenobiliary stent for 3 months. In all cases, the bile drainage became normal and patients had no problems afterwards.

Due to an anomalous development of biliary duct, laparotomic revision and subsequent renewal of bile drainage by biliodigestive anastomosis were performed in two patients. Anatomic variations of vessels and biliary ducts in lig. hepatoduodenal and in porta hepatitis are relatively frequent findings. Talpur et al (8) in their sample of 300 patients described a relatively high number of anatomic variations in cystic artery (10.67 %), cystic duct (4.33 %), right hepatic artery (2.67 %) and gallbladder (2 %).

The authors observed a complete healing in the female patient after a minor perforation in the junction of d. cysticus and d. hepaticus in 3 months. Here they used endoscopic rescue of biliary duct by introduction of a duodenobiliary stent.

Conclusion

The authors consider laparoscopic cholecystectomy a safe method for the treatment of cholecystolithiasis in children. Benefits are lower risk of adhesion compared to traditional cholecystectomy, possibility of a thorough revision of abdominal cavity and early mobilisation of children after the operation.
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